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Thursday 6th September 2018
12 noon Toowoomba Showgrounds

44th ANNUAL SALE

Big S 
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Southern Queensland Santa Gertrudis Breeders Promotion Committee Incorporated

2017 Success

L to R: Buyer David Greenup, Glenn Holt, Andrew Meara  
& Vendors Jock Robertson-Cuninghame & Julie Fomiatti.
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33 Santa Gertrudis Bulls
10 Santa Gertrudis Females

Big S 
Santa Sale

Thursday 6th September 2018
12 noon Toowoomba Showgrounds

07 4637 300007 4690 7740

44th ANNUAL SALE
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Sale time is 12noon and inspections can be made from 9am on sale day.  Cattle will be at the sale complex 
the day prior to the sale and can be inspected after 3pm. 

REFRESHMENTS 
A canteen will be operating at the venue on sale day.

SALE DAY SAFETY 
Visitors entering sale pens do so at their own risk.  If you are limited in your mobility or have small children 
with you, please do not enter the pens.

MOBILE PHONES/PHONE BIDDING 
Landmark and Elders will have agents available to take your bid if you are unable to attend.   
Please make arrangements prior to sale day – Andrew Costello 0429 485 191, Simon Booth 0438 756 245, 
Andrew Meara 0427 210 634.

SUPPLEMENTARY SHEETS 
All females presented for sale as PTIC will be accompanied with a pregnancy certificate.  Any further 
information supplied by the vendor will be noted on the Supplementary Sheet.

DELIVERY 
All cattle must be removed from the Toowoomba Showgrounds by Friday 7th September 2018. Transport 
and holding yard alternatives will be available.  Please coordinate with the Landmark or Elders staff.  No 
cattle will be loaded before completion of the sale.

INSURANCE 
An insurance representative from Landmark and Elders will be attendance on sale day.

CONDITIONS OF SALE  
Conditions of Sale will be displayed on sale day at the agents office.

OUTSIDE AGENT REBATE  
3% rebate will be given to outside agents who introduce clients to the sale 24 hours prior to sale date and 
finalise payment within 7 days.

Whilst all care is taken, people attending the Big S Group sale at the  
Toowoomba Showgrounds do so at their own risk and no responsibility will be accepted 
by Landmark Operations, Elders Limited, Big S Group Committee & Sale Vendors or the 
owners of the Complex.
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On behalf of the Sale Committee and Members of the Big S Group I have great pleasure in 
welcoming you to our 44th Annual Sale.

This year is another milestone for the Group with going back to the original Big S sale event, 
as the Group is committed to continuing to offer our members and loyal clients a first class 
sale in Toowoomba.  The Group has enjoyed a great reputation over many years for superior 
quality cattle with great value for money.

Ten well known vendors from Queensland and New South Wales have put together a quality 
offering of Classified and commercial bulls plus ten Classified stud females. Prevailing 
seasonal conditions have resulted in a reduced catalogue number this year but has also lifted 
the quality of the entries where only the very best from each stud will be offered.

All sale bulls will have passed vet inspection and semen testing and have had vaccinations 
listed in the catalogue including blooding to assist buyers from the tick area.

We will also have all entries inspected by a breed Classifier at the sale to further ensure 
soundness and breed standards are met.

Thank you to all our sale vendors this year and welcome to all buyers and sale visitors.   
We hope you all have an enjoyable and successful day!

Best Regards,

John McCarthy

Chairman

0412 774247
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Phone 07 4637 3000  
Fax 07 4637 3022 

PMB 1749, Toowoomba Qld 4350

STUD STOCK 
Colby Ede   0417 265 980

OFFICE 
Andrew Costello   0429 485 191 

Simon Booth   0438 756 245 
Guy Pitman   0428 740 151 
Jenny Radke   07 4637 3013

Phone 07 4690 7777  
Fax 07 4690 7888  

PO Box 7270, Toowoomba South Qld 4350

STUD STOCK 
Blake Munro   0428 862 469 (Manager) 

Andrew Meara   0427 210 634 
Michael Smith   0428 541 711 

Darren Hartwig   0428 736 470

OFFICE 
Lisa Hedges   07 4690 7740 
lisa.hedges@elders.com.au
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VENDOR INDEX
STUD PROFILES

VENDOR PHONE LOTS AGENT

CELIA MACKAY  25-31  Elders 
Echo 1465 Ten Mile Road, Deepwater NSW 2372 0428 275 375 

GYRANDA PASTORAL CO, PETER & NIKKI MAHONY  40-43  Elders 
MS 324, Theodore Qld 4719 0438 931 657 

JOCK CUNINGHAME  38-39  Elders 
Hallcraig, Wellingtonvale NSW 2371 0427 345 287 

BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN  2-8  Landmark 
692 Umbiram Road, Wyreema  Qld  4352 0418 719 772 19-24  Elders

BV & GA KARRASCH  9-10 Landmark 
2152 Forest Hill Fernvale Road, Mt Tarampa Qld 4311 0437 454 453 36-37 Landmark

NIOA PASTORAL CO  14-16  Landmark 
681 Dalrymple Creek Road, Allora Qld 4362 0418 797 050 

JA & RA McCARTHY  33-34  Elders 
15690 New England Highway, Clifton Qld 4361 0412 774 247 35  Landmark

GH & FT HOLT  1 – Donation Heifer 
14 Balyarta Cres, Mooloolaba Qld 4557 0428 363 047 

TKC GRAZING, TRENT CIESIOLKA  11-13  Landmark 
164 Ciesiolka Road, Oakey  Qld  4401 0429 915 230 

WARENNA PARISH, GLEN & LEE-ANNE PARISH  17-18  Landmark 
113 Alderly Street, Toowoomba Qld 4350 0488 674 199 

CELAMBA SANTAS
With the move of our stud to Echo at Deepwater in 2016 and the expansion of our stud with the purchase of a large number of 
Bullamakinka cows we have decided that we would also shift our selling venue closer to home so in this regard we will be offering 
our bulls at the Big S Sale at Toowoomba.
Since 2008 the Celamba stud has been breeding bulls that we hope will work well for your enterprise be it large or small. We have 
purchased a broad range of genetics from a wide range of studs enabling you to find the genetics that you’re looking for.
Our focus has been on structure, temperament, fertility, milking ability and constitution.  We feel that improving these areas are the 
basics of breeding quiet, growth, early finishing cattle that are easy to handle and females with longevity that have the ability to 
produce quality calves each year.
We look forward to welcoming friends and meeting new faces – Celia, John and Karla

SANTALANDS
The Holt family have been breeding Santa Gertrudis since 1970 and have been Big S Group members for 43 years.
The stud has had several homes during that time as different properties have been purchased on the Darling Downs with the cattle 
now located at Cambooya and Hodgson Vale near Toowoomba.
The focus has always been on producing quality with fertility, temperament, breed type and constitution being the most important 
traits.  Being a small stud with a big emphasis on the quality of the female herd, the owners have continually invested in proven 
genetics in sires and females.  This in turn has resulted in bulls and females being sold into some of the top studs which have gone 
on to breed some outstanding progeny.
Paddock sales have always been very strong mostly to repeat buyers.  We are very thankful to them and the Santa breed for giving 
us the success that we have enjoyed over the years.  Like many stud breeders our reputation is of foremost importance.
All bulls are semen and morphology tested to ensure that they meet the fertility standards required in the industry and are 
guaranteed to perform.
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HALLCRAIG SANTA STUD
Hallcraig Santa stud was established in 2006 after using Santa Gertrudis bulls in a cross-breeding program over the past 25 years. 
Stud cows have been purchased from Santalands, Eidsvold Station, Rosevale, Hartwood and Kolodong studs. Bulls have been 
selected over the years from Kamawa, Sanford Vale, Hardigreen Park, Wave Hill, Rosevale & Greenup studs. 
Originally a Hereford herd, I could see that the cows needed a big lift. Angus bulls were used to produce Black Baldy F1 breeders who 
had great maternal and milk qualities. 
The next step was to try different breeds over that F1 female. Charolais, Limousin, Mandalong Special and Santa Gertrudis were used 
in an AI program. There are no prizes for guessing which was the best cross! Weight for age, doing ability, intelligence, docility-no 
other breed compares to the Santa Gertrudis.

GYRANDA
Gyranda is one of the oldest Santa Gertrudis studs in Australia and was a foundation member of the Big ‘S’ group. We are proud to 
renew our association by offering a selection of Classified, pregnant heifers at this year’s sale.
Situated on the Dawson River near Theodore in central Queensland Gyranda runs a stud and commercial herd of 3500 head. The 
commercial focus is on supplying grass fed bullocks and/or feeders for the Jap Ox. market, and for nearly 70 years the selection 
process for our stud cattle has been honed around the three profit drivers: fertility, growth and carcase. 
All Gyranda registered cattle carry EBV data which allows you to see the genetic capability of that animal, especially for those hard to 
measure traits like fertility and fat. We use this data as a tool, alongside birth weights, visual appraisal and calving record to build a herd 
of hardy, functional, presentable and productive cattle ideally suited to beef production across a large swath of northern Australia.

LINLANDS STUD
The Lindemann Family are always and in many ways committed to breeding fertile high performance cattle. Weaner cattle at 
Linlands are raised on lucerne and lab lab. These weaners are known for their constitution and doing ability and in particular, their 
ability to gain weight under favourable conditions, making them into the high performance cattle presented to you today.
Our studstock are guaranteed breeders. Our client support goes beyond the sale ring in saying that all cattle are vaccinated for 3 in 1, 
5 in 1 and semen tested and soundness evaluated. Leaving us in no doubt all our bulls will perform.
Linlands advocates balanced assessment criteria for cattle selection. This combines visual appraisal for structural soundness, 
temperament and overall conformation and the use of measurement data eg: DWG, EMA, SS, Rib Fat, Rump Fat.
To bring the standard of our stud to what it is today, sires for the 2018 sale are Yulgilbar Guru G048 (P) and Yarrawonga Donatello. 
The main concentration has been on topline, hindquarter, breed character and temperament. 
Yulgilbar Guru was purchased for his high rib fat and rump fat so as to increase our female line overall fat content. His overall 
performance in most areas has been outstanding. Temperament of his calves being his top performance.
Yarrawong Donatello was mainly purchased for his DWG. This bull is the true performance bull allowing his females to produce small 
calves at birth. All his progeny are displaying their sires DWG ability during their growing period.
Efficient breeding cows require cattle that will thrive in low input environments, breeding for consistency, longevity, fertility and 
disease resistance will all help out these economic costs.
Cattle of the future will have to grow, fatten and marble more quickly at a younger age - performance will be the key word when 
selecting a new sire. 

ROSEHILL
Rosehill Santas is situated at Clifton on the New England Highway and owned by John and Rosemaree McCarthy.
 We started breeding Santa Gertrudis in 2012. We have used A.I. and embryo programs to extend our stud by using Yarrawonga 
Versatile, Warenda Denver, Dangarfield Quarterback and Rosehill Jameson 4 as sires.
This year at Beef 18 we were very pleased with winning Res. Senior Cow, 1st in Sires Progeny with Rosehill Jameson 4, 2nd in Dams 
Progeny with Rosehill Jessica (flush sister to Jameson) and 3rd in Breeders Group. Considering the large number of entries, this was 
a great achievement for us.
We have assisted with this year’s Farmfest site and during the beef judging won Fantastic Female with Rosehill Matilda, a Jameson 
daughter.
This year we have 2 quality bulls, one polled and both with superb temperaments and a Heifer close to calving. All have tested 
negative to Pesti virus and will be vet inspected prior to the sale.
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STUD PROFILES

VALLEYVIEW SANTA GERTRUDIS STUD
Valleyview Santa Gertrudis Stud No.963 started breeding Santa Gertrudis cattle in 1975 with purchases of females from the Tinderry 
dispersal in 1976. Foundation sire was Eidsvold Station 104. He left us with quality progeny on which to breed from. Future females 
were purchased from Yarrawonga, Bolindavale, King Ranch & The Big Sur dispersal Sales. Sires were purchased from Elgin Downs, 
Kerwee & Rosevale, with the record price in 1988 for Rosevale Domingo 3 (P). This was the start of the poll influence in our stud.
Other sires also came from Kendara & Watasanta. In 2003 we purchased Watasanta Upgrade (P) for $10,000 at the Big S Sale, his 
progeny have sold to $20,000 at Auction with good averages in the last 3 years. Females have been sold to many studs over the last 
20 years at various sales and privately. Our latest purchases of females have been made at the Warenda Major Reduction Sale in May 
2009. We also purchased females from the Yarrawonga Female Sale in May 2008, to further our different bloodlines in the stud.
Show success started in 1979 with reserve Junior Champion at the Brisbane Royal. In 1981 Senior Champion Bull at Brisbane Royal 
with Valleyview Sorrento, by King Ranch Sorrento out of a Bolindavale 
cow, purchased at their Dispersal Sale. Many Ribbon winners at the local Downs Shows and Toowoomba Royal Shows over the last 
30years have given us a lot of pride in our stud to this day.
Bulls and females are sold at The Big S Sale, Wandoan and at the Casino All Breeds Sale each year, with extra effort put into 
temperament & easy doing cattle, with good muscle, bone and scale for the commercial cattleman.

NIOA SANTA GERTRUDIS
Nioa Santa Gertrudis was established in 2015 by Robert and Eliza Nioa at their heritage listed property, Talgai Homestead located 
on the fertile Darling Downs. The stud is striving to produce quality over quantity and is structured around a small but select herd. 
Performance data and estimated breeding values (EBV’s) are also used heavily.
At the top of the stud stands WAVE HILL JAGER J14 (PS) who was purchased after winning Senior & Grand Champion Santa Gertrudis 
bull at the 2015 Brisbane Exhibition (RNA). Jager J14 is now in his third year of stud duties and has shown the ability to pass on his 
faultless temperament and produce consistent easy-doing offspring.
Here at Nioa Santa Gertrudis, we partake in an extensive show season which includes Brisbane and Sydney Show, as well as BEEF, 
North Coast National among several smaller local shows. This enables us to not only advertise what we are breeding but also to 
ensure our program is still on track in producing cattle that are of consistent high quality.
The breeding herd consists of a group of select females which will gradually increase in the future. 2017 also saw the inclusion of 
several new bloodlines including Glenn Oaks, Goolagong, Rosevale and Riverslea. It also was the start of an intensive AI and ET 
program which we look forward to seeing the results in 2018. 

WARENNA SANTA STUD
Warenna Santa Stud started in the mid 80’s with purchases of foundation 2 x females from Marrett and Pinaroo Studs.  Our first sire 
was also purchased at the Goondiwindi Sale – Pinaroo Dynasty (P) by Cumberland Winrock.
Dynasty set the platform for our stud producing some exceptional poll females.  A few years later Pinaroo Hank was introduced into 
our herd lifting the frame score of our cattle.  Other bulls used early on were Pinaroo Fitzroy and Omeo Imran.  
With the relocation of our stud from Goondiwindi to Pittsworth our next major purchase was a line of Santalands females with 
another Sire in Auburn Jaguar (King Ranch blood) who put a big stamp of breed character into our herd.  The next two bulls used 
were Warenna Arthur (Waco Opportunist) and Warenna Duke (Yarrawonga Ruthless).  They have put some very strong poll genes 
into our breeder lines.
Bullamakinka H160 was purchased for his fine cherry red coat and also to reinforce the breed character we are wanting in our cattle. 
Santalands Stud purchased a yearling bull privately last year by H160 and by all reports has grown into an exceptional bull.  The bulls 
we are offering this year at the sale are both by H160.
Our newest sire was purchased privately, Bullamakinka Hotshot (P) is a very good quality poll bull by Gold Edition.  He has done an 
awesome job for us and has produced an outstanding even line of weaner bulls that we can’t wait to offer next year.
As usual our bulls are fully guaranteed and we welcome any feedback on our cattle.  We would also encourage you to visit and look 
through our cattle any time.
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Lot 1.  
GH & FT HOLT      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   SNL17FP17      Tattoo:   P17      DOB:  31/08/2016     Horned

$

  CANOWINDRA B64 (P) 
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION 
  QUANDILLA Y35 (P) 
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA H160 
  WARENDA SLEUTH (P) 
 BULLAMAKINKA E83 (P) 
  SANTA PARK A96 (P)
  NUNGAROI JAGUAR (AI) 
 AUBURN JAGUAR 
  KING RANCH N174 
Dam: WARENNA BELLA 
  BIG SUR BH46 (PS) 
 SANTALANDS B8 (P) 
  SANTALANDS V11

SANTALANDS PAULA P17  

Paula is a quality heifer, pregnancy tested to calve September 
to new sire Denngal Lawyer (P). All proceeds will be donated to 
Lifeflight Qld. This is an outstanding female line with Paula’s dam 
Bella still in the herd at 11 years of age having produced 9 calves 
with 7 classified to date. She recently weaned one of our top bull 
calves.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Lepto, 3 Germ Blood

Donation 
Heifer
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Classified & 
Purebred Bulls

Lots 2-34
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Lot 3.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM90      Tattoo:   M90      DOB:  02/11/2016     Poll Scurr

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 

  WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
 YULGILBAR DESTINY D304 (P) 
  YULGILBAR Z3 
Dam: LINLANDS K414 
  WACO MASCOT (AI) 
 GRALYN Z111 
  GRALYN B710 (P)

LINLANDS MARTY (PS) 

Marty (PS) is a dark bull with terrific growth, he has docile 
temperament. Dam Linlands K414 2 calves, Marty being her first.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 4.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM92      Tattoo:   M92      DOB:  20/10/2016     Polled

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 

  SUJO EAGLE 
 YULGILBAR ENRIQUE E234 
  YULGILBAR Y1225 
Dam: LINLANDS J342 (PS) 
  ROSEVALE LIONEL C246 (P) 
 LINLANDS F19 

LINLANDS MAXIMILLION (P) 

Max is another dark red sire, optimum muscle balance and length 
of body. Dam Linlands J342 2 calves, Max being her first, her next 
calf full brother to Max, we believe to be our best weaner calf.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 2.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM52      Tattoo:   M52      DOB:  02/10/2016     Polled

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  WIGHTFIELDS MATLOCK A025 (PS) 
 ROSEVALE MATLOCK E208 (PS) 
  ROSEVALE QUARTET B205 
Dam: LINLANDS H213 (P) 
  KELLY WALLAH MOCTEZUMA (PS) 
 LINLANDS E90 
  LINLANDS 968

LINLANDS MAGIC (P) 

Magic - poll bull with terrific growth. Dam Linlands H213 (P) 
3 calves, 2 classified S, full brothers to magic looks promising.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

LO
TS

 2-
34

   B
UL

LS
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did you know... 
Anipro is listed on the 

Australian Grasslands 
Premium Beef supplier of 

eligible feeds and 
supplements list

1300 ANIPRO
www.performancefeeds.com.au
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BULLS  LOTS 2-34

LOT 6.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM86      Tattoo:   M86      DOB:  12/10/2016         Polled

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 

  SUJO EAGLE 
 YULGILBAR ENRIQUE E234 
  YULGILBAR Y1225 
Dam: LINLANDS J303 (P) 
 
 

LINLANDS MILANO (P) 

Milano - growthy, easy doing, extremely well balanced and has sire 
written all over him. Dam Linlands J303 (P) 2 calves, 1 classified S.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 7.  
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM87      Tattoo:   M87      DOB:  10/12/2016         Polled

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 

  STRATHMORE W156 (P) 
 WIGHTFIELDS WALDO A1 (PS) 
  WIGHTFIELDS L19 (P) 
Dam: LINLANDS E99 (P) 
  SANFORD VALE JAMES (P) 
 LINLANDS HI FI 
  LINLANDS 703

LINLANDS MAXIE (P)

Maxie - ideal temperance, soft coated bull sire, ideal for young 
heifers. Dam Linlands E99 3 calves, 2 classified S, dam from strong 
female line in the Linlands herd.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 5.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM93      Tattoo:   M93      DOB:  28/10/2016         Polled

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 

  WIGHTFIELDS MATLOCK A025 (PS) 
 ROSEVALE MATLOCK E208 (PS) 
  ROSEVALE QUARTET B205 
Dam: LINLANDS J316 (P) 
  KELLY WALLAH MOCTEZUMA (PS) 
 LINLANDS A24 (P) 
  LINLANDS UPPERCLASS

LINLANDS MALCOLM (P) 

Malcolm - soft skin sire with plenty of growth for age and thickness, 
strong poly head. Dam J316 2 calves, 1 classified. A24 6 calves.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro
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Lot 9.
BV & GA KARRASCH      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LPK17MN2      Tattoo:   N2      DOB:  01/09/2016     Polled

$

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P) 
 NARGANOO PROMOTER 275 (AI)(PS) 
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 47 
Sire: LOCKVALE PARK HUGO H3 (AI)(P) 
  TAR-GRE NEMO (AI) 
 TAR-GRE REBA (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW 902 (P)
  WACO FREEMAN (P) 
 TAR-GRE NEMO (AI) 
  TAR-GRE KISS (P) 
Dam: TAR-GRE SAMANTHA 
  BIG SUR ATTICUS (AI)(P) 
 VALLEYVIEW 907 (P) 
  BROOKSIDE 579 (P)

LOCKVALE PARK NIPPER N2 (P) 

Good, quiet, growthy.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 10.
BV & GA KARRASCH      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LPK17MN6      Tattoo:   N6      DOB:  30/12/2016     Poll Scurr

$

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P) 
 NARGANOO PROMOTER 275 (AI)(PS) 
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 47 
Sire: LOCKVALE PARK HUGO H3 (AI)(P) 
  TAR-GRE NEMO (AI) 
 TAR-GRE REBA (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW 902 (P)
  YARRAWONGA MULT (MULT) 
 WACO SANTIAGO A1190 (P) 
 
Dam: SANTALANDS K15 (P) 
  WACO INVESTMENT 
 WACO X591 
  WACO F36 (P)

LOCKVALE PARK NODDY N6 (PS) 

20 months old. Attractive dark bull.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 8.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM65      Tattoo:   M65      DOB:  10/01/2017     Polled

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  WATASANTA XRATED (P) 
 LINLANDS COMBO 
  LINLANDS 951 
Dam: LINLANDS F117 
  WACO MASCOT (AI) 
 GRALYN Z111 
  GRALYN B710 (P)

LINLANDS MOTA (P) 

Mota (P) - optimum muscle at 20mths of age, structurally correct, 
don’t over look the sire potential in this bull. Dam 4 calves,  
3 classified S. 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

LO
TS
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NOTES
BULLS  LOTS 2-34

Lot 12.
TKC GRAZING, TRENT CIESIOLKA      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   VAL17M1578      Tattoo:   1578      DOB:  11/09/2016    Poll

$

  WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P) 
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P) 
  GRALYN W43 (P) 
Sire: HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P) 
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P) 
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P) 
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411
  WAVE HILL LORD (P) 
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P) 
  NORMANBY 95/134 
Dam: VALLEYVIEW 1253 (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW SIR MR POLL (P) 
 VALLEYVIEW KYM (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW CINDY (P)

VALLEYVIEW MITCH 1578 (P)

Poll sire, 23.5mths with muscle, bone and a good sheath. Sire 
purchased in 2013 at the Santa Central Sale. Sire’s progeny has sold 
to $22,000. Dam is a top poll breeder and at 14 years was recently 
culled for age. All her calves have classified . Semen tested and 
soundness evaluated by vet surgeon.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Lepto, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 13.  
TKC GRAZING, TRENT CIESIOLKA      Landmark

 Purebred      Ident:   VAL17M1582      Tattoo:   1582      DOB:  01/10/2016    Poll Scurr

$

  WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P) 
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P) 
  GRALYN W43 (P) 
Sire: HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P) 
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P) 
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P) 
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411
  ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P) 
 RAYTEK NODDY (P) 
  RAYTEK Y38 
Dam: RAYTEK I54 (P) 
  RAYTEK 300 (PS) 
 RAYTEK D40 
  RAYTEK DI (P)

VALLEYVIEW MARLIN 1582 (PS)

Poll scurered 23mths with muscle, bone and a good sheath. 
Sire’s progeny has sold to $22,000. Dam purchased at the Raytek 
Dispersal in 2013. Top quality poll female. Semen tested and 
soundness evaluated by vet surgeon.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Lepto, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 11.
TKC GRAZING, TRENT CIESIOLKA      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   VAL17M1583      Tattoo:   1583      DOB:  02/11/2016    Poll

$

  WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P) 
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P) 
  GRALYN W43 (P) 
Sire: HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P) 
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P) 
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P) 
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411
  STRATHMORE YOGI Y6 (AI) 
 DRENSMAINE TANAMI (P) 
  DRENSMAINE 429 (P) 
Dam: RAYTEK G10 
  RAYTEK 300 (PS) 
 RAYTEK D38 
  RAYTEK J57 (PS)

VALLEYVIEW MASON 1583 (P)

Young poll sire 22mths with good bone, muscle and sheath. Sire’s 
progeny have sold to $22,000 and his dam is the second top poll 
breeder in the stud and all calves have classified. Semen tested and 
soundness evaluated by vet.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Lepto, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus
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Lot 15.
NIOA PASTORAL CO      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   NIO17MM14      Tattoo:   M14      DOB:  30/11/2016     Polled

$

  SWAN HILL FIDO 6556 
 KENDARA UNI 
  KENDARA 2130 
Sire: DUNDEE 649 (P) 
  PAMPOOLA NATO (P) 
 DUNDEE 304 (P) 
  DUNDEE 208 (P)
  STRATHMORE YOGI Y6 (AI) 
 DRENSMAINE UTAH 837 (P) 
  DRENSMAINE 545 (P) 
Dam: TALGAI I105 (P) 
  OAKDALE YEOMAN 
 TALGAI C43 
  ROBENLEA 397

NIOA MOSQUITO M14 (P) 

Top 10% Birth Weight. A free moving bull with great skin and 
smooth coat. A real dark red bull that will mature nicely.

Domestic +$ 4 Export +$ 2
Traits Observed: BWT,200WT,400WT

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- -0.3 +1 +2 +1 -7 - 

- - - - - - - - -

- 61% 55% 56% 54% 51% - 

- - - - - - - - -

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 16.
NIOA PASTORAL CO      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   NIO17MM02      Tattoo:   M02      DOB:  03/10/2016     Polled

$

  WARENDA REQUIRE (PS) 
 WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 
  WARENDA R121 
Sire: WAVE HILL JAGER J14 (PS) 
  WAVE HILL ARNIE 
 WAVE HILL F53 
  WAVE HILL X122 (P)
  STRATHMORE YOGI Y6 (AI) 
 DRENSMAINE UTAH 837 (P) 
  DRENSMAINE 545 (P) 
Dam: TALGAI G53 (P) 
  OAKDALE YEOMAN 
 TALGAI DILLY 
  TALGAI AXTELL

NIOA MANTLET M02 (P) 

By Wave Hill Jager J14 - Grand Champion bull RNA 2015. A bull 
with great mobility and presence that weaned with the second 
heaviest weight.

Domestic +$ 10 Export +$ 7
Traits Observed: BWT,200WT,400WT 

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- +0.4 +7 +11 +13 - - 

- - - - - - - - -

- 67% 57% 54% 52% - - 

- - - - - - - - -

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 14.
NIOA PASTORAL CO      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   NIO17MM07      Tattoo:   M07      DOB:  17/10/2016     Scurred

$

  SWAN HILL FIDO 6556 
 KENDARA UNI 
  KENDARA 2130 
Sire: DUNDEE 649 (P) 
  PAMPOOLA NATO (P) 
 DUNDEE 304 (P) 
  DUNDEE 208 (P)
  DIAMOND H IRON BAR 
 DIAMOND H MIND READER (P) 
  DIAMOND H I191 
Dam: RIVERSLEA HELENA H11 (P) 
  KULOOMBA 141 (AI)(P) 
 RIVERSLEA C111 

NIOA MAGNUM M07 (S) 

Top 5% Birth Weight. An early maturing bull with a lot of eye 
appeal and carcase. Would make an ideal heifer bull, recording a 
birth weight of 34kg. 

Traits Observed: BWT,200WT,400WT

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- -0.6 +1 +3 +2 -2 - 

- - - - - - - - -

- 67% 58% 57% 55% 51% - 

- - - - - - - - -

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, Vibro, Pestivirus
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NIOA PASTORAL 
COMPANY

SANTA GERTRUDIS STUD

BREEDING CHAMPION 
SANTA GERTRUDIS

LOT 16 IS THE HALF BROTHER TO NIOA MARKSMAN 
2018 GRAND CHAMPION BULL SYDNEY

NIOA Magnum M07 (PS)         NIOA Mosquito M14 (P)         NIOA Mantlet M02 (P)

Contact Shannon on 0418 797 050 or s.gardner@nioa.com.au

www.nioapastoral.com.au

AVAILABLE AT THE BIG S SALE
LOT 14 LOT 15 LOT 16
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BULLS  LOTS 2-34

Lot 18.
WARENNA PARISH, GLEN & LEE-ANNE PARISH      Landmark

 Purebred      Tattoo:   L14      DOB:  02/12/2016    Poll

$

   
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION 
   
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA H160 
   
 BULLAMAKINKA E83 (P) 
  
   
 WARENNA DUKE 
   
Dam: WARENNA G11 (P) 
   
  
  

WARENNA LANCELOT L14 (P)

Lancelot is only a young bull with a high growth rate. He will be 
a big bull just like his sire when he has finished growing. Great 
natured bull. Has been running on oats since early June.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, Vibro

Lot 19.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN16MM3      Tattoo:   M3      DOB:  26/12/2015    Horned

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  SANFORD VALE HAMMOND (P) 
 SANFORD VALE JAMES (P) 
  SANFORD VALE HILDA 
Dam: LINLANDS HI FI 
  CHESFORD KIT (AI) 
 LINLANDS 703 
  LINLANDS SABRINA

LINLANDS LLOYD M3

Lloyd is easy doing sire, optimum muscle expression, great hindquarter. 
Dam - female line for fertility is outstanding. Hi Fi 10 calves, 703 also 10 
calves.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 17.
WARENNA PARISH, GLEN & LEE-ANNE PARISH      Landmark

 Purebred      Tattoo:  L4      DOB:  30/07/2016    Horned

$

   
 CANOWINDRA GOLD EDITION 
   
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA H160 
   
 BULLAMAKINKA E83 (P) 
  
   
 WARENNA ARTHUR (P) 
   
Dam: WARENNA D17 (P) 
   
 WARENNA BUTTERCUP 
  

WARENNA LONGBOW L4

Longbow is a dark cherry red bull with plenty of breed character, 
real old style Santa. Great natured bull. Has been running on oats 
since early June.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, Vibro
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Lot 21.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM56      Tattoo:   M56      DOB:  21/10/2016    Horned

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  STRATHMORE W156 (P) 
 WIGHTFIELDS WALDO A1 (PS) 
  WIGHTFIELDS L19 (P) 
Dam: LINLANDS F864 
  CHESFORD KIT (AI) 
 LINLANDS 864 
  LINLANDS VOLUNTEER

LINLANDS MOULIN M56

Moulin is easy doing, has a quiet disposition, square frame, 
thickness of hindquarter, strong topline. Dam Linlands F864  
4 calves, 864 10 calves.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 22.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MW96      Tattoo:   W96      DOB:  12/10/2016    Horned

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SAHARA (P) 
  WARENDA K121 (P) 
Sire: YULGILBAR GURU G048 (P) 
 
 MULTIPLE DAM 
 
  STRATHMORE W156 (P) 
 WIGHTFIELDS WALDO A1 (PS) 
  WIGHTFIELDS L19 (P) 
Dam: LINLANDS D43 (P) 
  SWAN HILL BANCROFT 5189 
 NORALLA 654 
  NORALLA 222

LINLANDS MONZO W93

Monzo - growthy, long sire that will grow out, excellent nature, 
sheath and testicles. Dam Linlands D43 (P) 3 calves, Noralla 654 
6 calves.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

LO
TS

 2-
34

   B
UL

LS Lot 20.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN16ML593      Tattoo:   L593      DOB:  02/11/2015    Horned

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  AGVAC ICEMAN 
 KELLY WALLAH MOCTEZUMA (PS) 
  KELLY WALLAH 770 (P) 
Dam: LINLANDS B29 (P) 
 
 

LINLANDS LP L593 

LP - a soft skinned, easy doing, functional sire with tidy sheath and 
large testicles. Dam B29 (P) 4 calves, 2 classified S.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro
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BULLS  LOTS 2-34

Lot 24.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM54      Tattoo:   M54      DOB:  07/10/2016    Horned

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  WIGHTFIELDS MATLOCK A025 (PS) 
 ROSEVALE MATLOCK E208 (PS) 
    ROSEVALE QUARTET B205 
Dam: LINLANDS H220 
   CHESFORD KIT (AI) 
 LINLANDS 703 
   LINLANDS SABRINA

LINLANDS MAGICIAL M54 

Magician - soft, loose, fine coat, quiet nature, strong topline and 
head. Dam Linlands H220 4 calves, Linlands 703 10 calves. Strong 
female line in the Linlands herd.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

Lot 25.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Purebred      Ident:   CEL16MM571      Tattoo:   M571      DOB:  25/09/2015    Poll Scurr

$

  CANOWINDRA FINE FORM (PS) 
 YARRAWONGA ALDO F200 (PS) 
  YARRAWONGA A353 
Sire: JAMALLY MEGATRON J10 (P) 
  ROSEVALE MATLOCK W20 (AI)(P) 
 JAMALLY PENNY (P) 
  DANGARFIELD 5482 (P)
   
 MULTIPLE SIRE 
 
Dam: CELAMBA JANE 304 
  MANDU EDGAR 916 (P) 
 CELAMBA 211 CHELSIE 
  CELAMBA CHLOE

CELAMBA MALAD M571 (PS) 

Jane is a daughter of Celamba Chelsie 211. 2 years and is PTIC. Jane 
has had 2X2 calves. Tested negative to PestiVirus.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Vibro, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 23.
BR, LE, LC & ML LINDEMANN      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   LIN17MM63      Tattoo:   M63      DOB:  05/11/2016    Horned

$

  WACO STERLING 
 WACO VERSACE (P) 
  WACO PRECIOUS 
Sire: YARRAWONGA DONATELLO J850 (P) 
  WACO PADDINGTON 
 YARRAWONGA C823 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA G893 (AI)(P)
  WIGHTFIELDS MATLOCK A025 (PS) 
 ROSEVALE MATLOCK E208 (PS) 
  ROSEVALE QUARTET B205 
Dam: LINLANDS H23 
 
 

LINLANDS MEGO M63

Mego - easy doing, moderate framed bull, quiet disposition, perfect 
sheath, ideal for heifers. Dam Linlands H23 2 calves, 1 classified S.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro
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LOT 27.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   CEL16MM617      Tattoo:   M617      DOB:  12/10/2015     Poll Scurr

$

  SUJO DUKE (P) 
 SUJO KINGSTON (P) 
  SUJO HEIDI (P) 
Sire: RAYTEK RAYDAR J21 (P) 
  DRENSMAINE TANAMI (P) 
 RAYTEK F17 (P) 
  RAYTEK D21 (P)
  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P) 
 ROSEVALE ZINZAN Z8 (AI) 
  ROSEVALE JADE V219 
Dam: WIGHTFIELDS TRUDA K20 (P) 
  STRATHMORE W156 (P) 
 WIGHTFIELDS TRUDA (P) 
  WIGHTFIELDS E13

CELAMBA RUBIN M617 (PS) 

 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

LOT 28.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   CEL16MM633      Tattoo:   M633      DOB:  21/01/2016    Horned

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SENTRY (P) 
  WARENDA IZA 
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA FERRARI F188 (PS) 
  SANTA LYN X470 
 MOONGANA B1485 (P) 
  MOONGANA X531 (P)
  GYRANDA CRACKERJACK V532 
 WIGHTFIELDS CRACKERJACK C75 (AI) 
  WIGHTFIELDS N40 (P) 
Dam: CELAMBA CRYSTAL (AI) 
  PAD35M06 
 WACO KIM 
  WACO BERYL

CELAMBA FLUKE M633 

Tested negative to PestiVirus. Cyrstal is the daughter of Waco Kim in 
the stud. Cyrstal has had 5x5 calves in 5 years and is PTIC. Her first 
son Celamba Amigo H417 sold to D Littlehales for $3,500. Second 
son Celamba Atom K471 sold to RH & RJ Simmons for $7,000. Her 
last sold to Yonga Pty Ltd for $6,000.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

  LO
TS

 2-
34

   B
UL

LS LOT 26.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   CEL16MM621      Tattoo:   M621      DOB:  05/12/2015     Polled

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)  
 WARENDA SENTRY (P)  
  WARENDA IZA  
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA FERRARI F188 (PS)  
  SANTA LYN X470  
 MOONGANA B1485 (P)  
  MOONGANA X531 (P) 
  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)  
 ROSEVALE ZINZAN Z8 (AI)  
  ROSEVALE JADE V219  
Dam: CELAMBA ZIVA (P)  
  GYRANDA YOGI  
 WACO MIZZ  
  WACO V473 (P)

CELAMBA FLYNT M621 (P)

Ziva has had 3 calves in 3 years and is PTIC.  Mizz had 8 calves in 8 
years then sold PTIC.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, Lepto, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus
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Lot 29.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   CEL16MM625      Tattoo:   M625      DOB:  04/01/2016     Poll Scurr

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SENTRY (P) 
  WARENDA IZA 
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA FERRARI F188 (PS) 
  SANTA LYN X470 
 MOONGANA B1485 (P) 
  MOONGANA X531 (P)
  GREENUP ABILITY (A80) 
 GREENUP DOWNPOUR D4 (P) 
  GREENUP W781 (P) 
Dam: CELAMBA IDA 
  THE LAKES HALLMARK (AI) 
 TARA SANDRA 
  TARA C778 (P)

CELAMBA FIBRE M625 (PS) 

Tested negative to PestiVirus. Ida is the daughter of Tara Sandra 
E365F. Wightfields James sold to Rodney Downs Past for $5,000. 
Celamba Liam sold to Ridgely Past Co for $5,500. Ida and Zara have 
been retained in the stud. Celamba Euler was kept for stud duties as 
well. Ida has had 6x6 calves in 6 years and is PTIC.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

BULLS  LOTS 2-34

$

LOT 30.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   CEL16MM629      Tattoo:   M629      DOB:  07/02/2016     Horned

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SENTRY (P) 
  WARENDA IZA 
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA FERRARI F188 (PS) 
  SANTA LYN X470 
 MOONGANA B1485 (P) 
  MOONGANA X531 (P)
  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P) 
 ROSEVALE ZINZAN Z8 (AI) 
  ROSEVALE JADE V219 
Dam: CELAMBA ZURI 
  GYRANDA CRACKERJACK V532 
 GYRANDA CANDI 

CELAMBA FAKHIR M629 

Tested negative to PestiVirus. Zuri is the daughter of Gyranda Candi. 
Zuri has had 3x3 calves and is PTIC. 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro

LOT 31.
CELIA MACKAY      Elders

 Commercial      Ident:   CEL16MM627      Tattoo:   M627      DOB:  24/03/2016    Horned

$

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P) 
 WARENDA SENTRY (P) 
  WARENDA IZA 
Sire: BULLAMAKINKA FERRARI F188 (PS) 
  SANTA LYN X470 
 MOONGANA B1485 (P) 
  MOONGANA X531 (P)
  STRATHMORE SERGEANT X152 (PS) 
 ROSEVALE SERGEANT B428 (PS) 
  ROSEVALE V332 
Dam: CELAMBA SUZIE 
  KELLY WALLAH BILBO (P) 
 SANTA PARK WALINDA (P) 
  SANTA PARK Q7 (PS)

CELAMBA FORUM M627 

Tested negative to PestiVirus. Suzie is the daughter of Santa Park 
Walinda W26. Her son Celamba Zack E313 sold to the Fishington 
Stud for $18,000. Another son sold to Yonga Pty Lt for $4,000. Suzie 
has had 7x7 calves in 7 years and is PTIC. Her son Celamba Zorro 
sold to Yonga Pty Ltd for $4,000. 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro
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Lot 33.
JA & RA MCCARTHY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   RSH16MN28      Tattoo:   N28      DOB:  24/08/2016     Polled

$

  YARRAWONGA OUTRANK (PS) 
 YARRAWONGA VERSATILE (PS) 
  YARRAWONGA Z521 
Sire: ROSEHILL JAMESON 4 (ET)(AI)(PS) 
  YARRAWONGA SIR 
 GLENN OAKS FABIANA F66 
  GLENN OAKS FANTASIA
  GLENN OAKS BRAVEHEART 
 WARENDA EQUATOR E58 (P) 
  WARENDA N25 (P) 
Dam: GLENN OAKS J38 (AI)(PS) 
  KENDARA SANDMAN 3701 
 GLENN OAKS C62 
  KELLY WALLAH T51

ROSEHILL NIGEL N28 (ET)(P) 

Polled. At 20mths fat scan 10/17, EMA 120, 864kg. Tested negative 
for PestiVirus.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 34.
JA & RA MCCARTHY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   RSH16ML15      Tattoo:   L15      DOB:  28/12/2015     Horned

$

  MURRUMBO BEAUMON (P) 
  WARENDA MAHOGANY (P) 
   WARENDA F57 
Sire: WARENDA DENVER (P) 
     CUMBERLAND INVADER (P) 
  MARSTON C307 

  YARRAWONGA KIDNAP 
 DANGARFIELD LIEUTENANT 
   DANGARFIELD 516 
Dam: DANGARFIELD VIVIENNE 2122 
    BIG SUR HERDSMAN 
   DANGARFIELD 3577 
    DANGARFIELD 0106

ROSEHILL LEGAND L15 (ET)(AI) 

Superb temperament. Tested negative for PestiVirus. 28mths fat 
scans 9/15, EMA 135, 968kg. Calves on the ground. 1/8 share 
retained to enable registration of calves. No further call on the bull. 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 32. NO LOT
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John	&	Rosemaree	McCarthy	

Ph.	0412	774	247	email:-	rosehill06@bigpond.com	

	
	

	
																																																			

	

Lot	33																																	
Rosehill	Nigel	(polled)	
Beef	18	–	2nd	in	19-20mths	
bull	class	out	of	35	entries	
20mth	Wt.	864kgs	
	Fat	Scans	10/17	Ema120	
	

Lot	34																																									
Rosehill	Legand	
28mths	Wt.	968kgs	Fat	
Scans	9/15	Ema	135	

Lot	35																												
Rosehill	Nancy.	PTIC	to	
Rosehill	Lauchlan,	due	to	
calf	in	October.																											
Dam	has	a	good	udder	and	
milk	supply	

Beef	Success	–	Res.	Senior	
Champion	cow	with	Rosehill		
Matilda	by	Jameson	4	
1st	Sires	Progeny	with	Rosehill	
Jameson4,	group	incl.	Nigel	
and	Matilda	
2nd	Dam’s	Progeny		
3rd	in	Breeders	Group	
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With you every
step of the way.
As well as working with Stud Stock producers, sharing industry knowledge and
providing tailored advice on stud stock performance and management, we can also offer
you expert auctioneers. From innovative conception and weaning solutions to national
and global marketing options, our Stud Stock team can help you achieve more.

www.elders.com.au 
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0428 541 711
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Andrew Meara
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JA & RA MCCARTHY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   RSH16FN24      Tattoo:   N24      DOB:  24/07/2016    Horned

$

  YARRAWONGA OUTRANK (PS) 
 YARRAWONGA VERSATILE (PS) 
  YARRAWONGA Z521 
Sire: ROSEHILL JAMESON 4 (ET)(AI)(PS) 
  YARRAWONGA SIR 
 GLENN OAKS FABIANA F66 
  GLENN OAKS FANTASIA
  GLENN OAKS A62 
 DUNLOP KALAHARI E190 
  DUNLOP SY835 
Dam: DANGARFIELD VERONICA 2168 
  MULTIPLE SIRE 
 DANGARFIELD 8414 
  DANGARFIELD 6437

ROSEHILL NANC Y (AI) 

PTIC to Rosehill Lauchlan (sired by Warenda Denver, dam 
Dangarfield Vivienne 2122). AI 26/12/17 due to calve October. 
Tested negative for PestiVirus. Mother has an excellent udder, very 
good milker, Jameson daughters have excelled including Rosehill 
Matilda, Reserve Junior Brisbane 2017, Reserve Senior Beef 18, All 
Breeds Champion Farmfest 2018.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 36.
BV & GA KARRASCH      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LPK16FM3      Tattoo:   M3      DOB:  17/01/2016     Polled

$

  WACO OPPORTUNIST (P) 
 SANTALANDS FIREMAN (P) 
  SANTALANDS Y26 (P) 
Sire: SANTALANDS H26 (P) 
  RAYTEK 300 (PS) 
 RAYTEK C27 (P) 
  RAYTEK BIMBO (P)
  YARRAWONGA MULT (MULT) 
 WACO SANTIAGO A1190 (P) 
 
Dam: SANTALANDS K15 (P) 
  WACO INVESTMENT 
 WACO X591 
  WACO F36 (P)

LOCKVALE PARK MILLY M3 (P) 

Mated with Lockvale Park Hugo from 01/05/18.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 37.
BV & GA KARRASCH      Landmark

 Classified      Ident:   LPK17FN1      Tattoo:   N1      DOB:  07/07/2016    Horned

$

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P) 
 NARGANOO PROMOTER 275 (AI)(PS) 
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 47 
Sire: LOCKVALE PARK HUGO H3 (AI)(P) 
  TAR-GRE NEMO (AI) 
 TAR-GRE REBA (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW 902 (P)
  SWAN HILL FIDO 6556 
 KENDARA UNI 
  KENDARA 2130 
Dam: DUNDEE 668 
  ROSEVALE T329 (PS) 
 DUNDEE 172 (P) 

LOCKVALE PARK NANC Y N1 

Attractive dark heifer.

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Germ Blood
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Lot 38.
JOCK CUNINGHAME      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   HAL17FM11      Tattoo:   M11      DOB:  16/07/2016    Polled

$

  WACO SAMSON 
 YARRAWONGA ARCHER G280 
  YARRAWONGA A21 (ET)(PS) 
Sire: GLENN OAKS JERKY J132 (P) 
  YARRAWONGA OBERG (P) 
 GLENN OAKS G48 
  YARRAWONGA Y565 (P)
  SUJO FIRST CLASS (AI)(P) 
 BENELKAY FREDERICK F116 (P) 
  BENELKAY 1557 (P) 
Dam: HALLCRAIG K31 (P) 
  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P) 
 ROSEVALE SCARLET C9 (P) 
  ROSEVALE SCARLET Z249

HALLCRAIG M11 (P)

PTIC 6 months to Pampoola 530R.  
Joining period 13/02/18 – 27/04/18.

Traits Observed: 400WT

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +9 +9 +16 - - 

- - - - - - - - -

- - 45% 45% 45% - - 

- - - - - - - - - 

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 39.
JOCK CUNINGHAME      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   HAL17FM56      Tattoo:   M56      DOB:  31/07/2016     Polled

$

  ROSEVALE COOLIBAH C10 (P) 
 HALLCRAIG FOLSOM (P) 
  ROSEVALE DABBLE B265 (P) 
Sire: HALLCRAIG JOHNNO J14 (P) 
  KAMAWA LOBO (P) 
 KAMAWA B5 (P) 
  KAMAWA Y53
  WAVE HILL UMPIRE 
 WAVE HILL Z56 (P) 
  WAVE HILL L166 (AI)(P) 
Dam: HALLCRAIG KATE (P) 
  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P) 
 VALLEYVIEW 1169 (P) 
  VALLEYVIEW CHLOE (P)

HALLCRAIG M56 (P) 

PTIC 5 months to Pampoola 530R.  
Joining period 13/02/18 – 27/04/18.

Domestic +$ 10 Export +$ 11
Traits Observed: 200WT,400WT

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +14 +15 +21 +19 0 

- - - - - - - - - 

- - 60% 62% 59% 54% 37% 

- - - - - - - - -

Vaccs: 7 in 1, 3 Day Sickness, 3 Germ Blood, Vibro, Pestivirus

Lot 40.
GYRANDA PASTORAL CO, PETER & NIKKI MAHONY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   GYR16FM229      Tattoo:   M229      DOB:  05/09/2015     Polled

$

  ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P) 
 RAYTEK DEMOCRAT (P) 
  RAYTEK BIMBO (P) 
Sire: ROSEVALE DEMOCRAT G268 (P) 
  HARDIGREEN PARK BOON 
 ROSEVALE HONEY Y165 
  ROSEVALE HONEY Y128
  DANGARFIELD JACKSON 
 DANGARFIELD PANAMA (P) 
  DANGARFIELD 8191 (P) 
Dam: GYRANDA E103 (P) 
  WACO NOTABLE 
 GYRANDA C277 
  GYRANDA Z165

GYRANDA M229 (P)

Quiet heifer, sleek coat. Calf at foot.

Domestic +$ 12 Export +$ 12 
Traits Observed: 200WT,400WT,600WT,FAT,EMA 

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +14 +13 +15 +23 -5 

+1.0 +0.8 - +2.1 +0.4 +0.3 +0.5 - +0.02

- - 68% 69% 71% 65% 46% 

59% 52% - 58% 63% 62% 49% - 70%

Vaccs: 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood
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GYRANDA PASTORAL CO, PETER & NIKKI MAHONY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   GYR16FM531      Tattoo:   M531      DOB:  15/09/2015     Polled

$

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P) 
 ROSEVALE NODDY A18 (P) 
  ROSEVALE JADE V219 
Sire: GYRANDA FRANKLIN F238 (P) 
  STRATHMORE Z264 (P) 
 GYRANDA C361 (P) 
  GYRANDA W599
  GYRANDA ZEUS 
  GYRANDA FLYNN 
   GYRANDA M16 
Dam: GYRANDA B331 
 
 MARSTON D429 

GYRANDA M531 (P)

Smaller frame, beautiful dark coated, slick poll. Early calf.

Domestic +$ 12 Export +$ 12
Traits Observed: 200WT,400WT,600WT,FAT,EMA

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +11 +15 +19 +29 +1 

+1.1 +1.6 - +1.6 +0.5 +0.1 +0.6 - +0.12

- - 67% 68% 70% 64% 47% 

56% 51% - 57% 62% 61% 47% - 57%

Vaccs: 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 42.
GYRANDA PASTORAL CO, PETER & NIKKI MAHONY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   GYR16FM335      Tattoo:   M335      DOB:  12/08/2015     Polled

$

  NUNGAROI UTOPIA (P) 
 CANOWINDRA CENTURION (P) 
   CANOWINDRA 1273 (P) 
Sire: GYRANDA DYNAMIC D444 (P) 
   DANGARFIELD C35 
 GYRANDA 82V 
    GYRANDA 94N
  WACO FREEMAN (P) 
 TYNDALE REPLAY (AI)(P) 
  BOWENFELS DANELLE 2ND 
Dam: GYRANDA E255 (P) 
   GYRANDA FINNEGAN Y240 
  GYRANDA B709 
   GYRANDA FANTASY Y327

GYRANDA M335 (P)

Big frame, slick coat, dark poll. Late calf.

Domestic +$ 3 Export +$ 1 
Traits Observed: 200WT,400WT 

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +16 +18 +27 +51 +4 

0.0 +9.2 - +1.4 +0.3 +0.4 +0.2 - +0.21

- - 67% 68% 67% 63% 50% 

58% 52% - 52% 54% 53% 43% - 60%

Vaccs: 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood

Lot 43.
GYRANDA PASTORAL CO, PETER & NIKKI MAHONY      Elders

 Classified      Ident:   GYR16FM341      Tattoo:   M341      DOB:  05/09/2015     Polled

$

  NUNGAROI UTOPIA (P) 
 CANOWINDRA CENTURION (P) 
   CANOWINDRA 1273 (P) 
Sire: GYRANDA DYNAMIC D444 (P) 
   DANGARFIELD C35 
 GYRANDA 82V 
    GYRANDA 94N
  MOONGANA PUGGLES 
 GYRANDA COMMANCHEE (AI) 
   GYRANDA K65 
Dam: GYRANDA C855 
   YARRAWONGA G-MAN 
  GYRANDA V277 (AI) 
   GYRANDA 94Q

GYRANDA M341 (P)

Soft heifer. Great topline. Late calf.

Domestic +$ 1 Export +$ 4
Traits Observed: 200WT,400WT

GL BWt 200D 400D 600D MCWt MILK

SS DTC CTw EMA RIB RUMP RBY IMF FLIGHT

JULY 2017 SANTA GERTRUDIS GROUP BREEDPLAN

- - +6 +7 +9 +27 +1 

+0.1 +0.5 - +0.1 +0.5 +0.7 -0.4 - +0.22

- - 68% 69% 68% 64% 54% 

60% 55% - 53% 54% 54% 44% - 61%

Vaccs: 3 Day Sickness, 5 in 1, 3 Germ Blood
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p u r s e h o u s e r u ra l . c o m . a u  

 Agronomic Advice  

 Fencing Supplies  

 General Rural Supplies  

 Pasture and Cereal Seeds  

 Solid and Liquid Fertiliser  

 Stock Feed  

 Trough and Water Supplies  

 

 Pursehouse Rural Warwick  

137 McEvoy Street  

P: 07 4667 8800  

E: warwicksales@pursehouserural.com.au  

 

Pursehouse Rural Clifton  

58 King Street  

P: 07 4612 4800  

E: cliftonsales@pursehouserural.com.au  

Proudly Supporting Your 
Community  
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LIVESTOCK AUCTIONS TERM
S AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1. (a) A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale by auction.
 (b) An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by conducting an auction sale.
 (c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.
2. (a) In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively includes the servants, contractors, agents of each of them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer 

and vendor shall be wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants, contractors and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the law 
and context permits, the vendor’s agent.

(b) When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals” means all animals originating from the same property on a particular day. Where lots are split and sent 
to multiple establishments, then all of these animals shall be regarded as companions.

3. The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
(a) The following words have the following meanings:

Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred or relating to these terms and conditions and the sale and purchase of livestock including, 
without limitation, transaction levies, yard and weigh dues, cartage, advertising and rebates, and whether paid for, or incurred, by the agent;
Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and conditions; and
Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions
(i) plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the purchase of livestock that are payable by the buyer; and
(ii) plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.

(b) These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted and in the event of any conflict then the legislation or 
regulation will prevail. The provisions of these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set 
out in legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the 

buyer.
5. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.
6. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.
7.  The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.
8. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is 

final.
9. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the best interest of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.
10. A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of another 

person.
11. The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer:

(a) the purchaser’s name; or
(b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or
(c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made; and
(d) the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.

12. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those 
sales subject to GST.

13. As soon as practicable after the fall of the hammer, the buyer shall if requested by the agent, sign the agreement for sale.
14. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the requirements of State law, any livestock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold 

by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The 
buyer is responsible for all loss and expense arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless 
some other time for payment is specified in a written agreement between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the hammer. If, before delivery, 
payment has not been made then clauses 20 to 23 apply.

16. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for livestock purchased. 
If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is 
accordingly negatived as far as possible.

17. (a) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
(b) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer immediately after weighing.
(c) All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.

18. (a) Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.
(b) The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at the first of:

(i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
(ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
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a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.

(c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of the hammer but could not 
be reasonably observed when the animal was in the selling pen.

(d) If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor or sold on such terms as 
any buyer and the agent may agree, after the agent has disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.

(e) This sub-clause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for slaughter. The agent has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (but not 
death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from the time of the fall of the hammer, through delivery to and from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and on to the 
buyer’s nominated transport. This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale. This 
sub-clause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.

19. (a) Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded from the sale to the extent that the 
law allows. All lots are open for inspection prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if any. No compensation shall be given for any faults, 
imperfections, errors of description, number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

(b)  Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the provision of relevant information in terms of legislation or regulation concerning the National 
Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall of the hammer. No objection, requisition or claim against the vendor 
or agent in respect of such error or misdescription can be made after that time.

(c) Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall 
mean and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said 
female has been tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

(d) For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the 
purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

(e) For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that the NLIS information is transferred from the saleyard PIC to the 
purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

(f) Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP database, the agent will inform 
the buyers by presale catalogue and/or announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.

20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full payment of the Price, then until full payment is received, the buyer:
(a) does not acquire title to the livestock;
(b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;
(c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;
(d) must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;
(e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;
(f) may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the livestock. As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the sale shall be made by the buyer in its own 

name and not as agent for the vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and
(g) must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, together with the benefits of any rights 

against subsequent buyers, on trust for the vendor.
21. In addition to clause 20, if payment is not made according to clause 15, but delivery has been made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative:

(a) The vendor or its agent may repossess and resell the livestock and enter property owned or occupied by the buyer or its representative if necessary to do so; and
(b) Interest may be charged at the rate usually charged by the agent for overdue accounts on any amounts which remain owing at any time.

22. The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any 
loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 
20 or 21.

23.1. Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. The agent is then the del credere agent of the 
vendor at law.

23.2. The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in clause 23.3.
23.3. When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to clause 23.6 the agent is subrogated to 

all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions against the buyer.
23.4. Title to the livestock does not pass to the agent or a nominee of the agent unless the agent, by written notice to the vendor, notifies the vendor that it is to be transferred 

to the agent or a nominee of the agent.
23.5. The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession or other action to recover any livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full, or the Price of 

such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and conditions:
(a) when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by reselling the livestock); and
(b) when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment under these terms and conditions (whether in the 

vendor’s name or not) and, where title to the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling the livestock as agent of the vendor without the agent having to account 
to the vendor for the proceeds of sale.

23.6. The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of all or any of its rights under these terms and conditions and any debts created pursuant to it 
(including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under clause 23.3).
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23.7. The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:
(a) do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights and interests afforded, or intended to be 

afforded, to the agent under these terms and conditions; and
(b) appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may do as the vendor’s attorney.

23.8. These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent any right the buyer may have against the 
vendor or otherwise.

23.9. The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended solely for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and the vendor. The liabilities and obligations 
of the buyer will not be in any way affected:
(a) by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or
(b) by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply with the terms of this clause 23.

23.10. The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under these terms and conditions without any deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim 
whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as against the vendor or the agent in any 
capacity whatsoever or any other person including any assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.

24. (a) The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less such commission as is agreed between the vendor and the agent, and in the absence of any 
agreement such amount as is reasonable, and less the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were incurred by the agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale 
of the livestock.

(b) In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor for the amount of such payment. Further, if the 
agent pays the vendor any amount which the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount 
and the agent may debit that amount to an account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

(c) Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is not under obligation so to do, instead of deducting payments owed to it by the vendor, debit the 
amount of the commission and fees to an account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

25. (a) The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement between the 
auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards 
and the surrounding environments.

(b) The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several duties under the Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines for the Land Transport of 
Livestock and further to consign, manage, receive, transport and handle livestock in accordance with any other or additional requirements of animal welfare legislation 
specific to the jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, managed, received, transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION
26. This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the livestock are 

transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells the 
livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

27. The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at auction:
(a)  pass DAFF and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the time of slaughter; (DAFF refers to the Federal Government Department of Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Forestry)
(b) are of merchantable quality;
(c) carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;
(d) in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics or are fit for a particular purpose or market, 

and such representations are based on information in the NVD, the livestock will have those characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and
(e) all information in any NVD provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct in all material respects.

28. In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the 
hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of the vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29. However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the livestock at their 
next highest and best use.

30. In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might establish but the 
buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of any loss.

31. Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign material contamination and provided such test is certified and notified as required by these 
vendor warranty terms, then:
(a) the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot only; or
(b) the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the livestock slaughtered in which event the risk 

of further condemnations will be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised, the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the 
livestock back to the consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32. The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s warranty arising out of:
(a) any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the NVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;
(b) any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer establishes that the agent knew 

of such breach prior to the sale; and
(c) any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD that is complete in all 

material aspects.
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33. This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle are transported 
direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. 
A slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

34. Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle for sale that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are fit for human consumption if they are not 
condemned as unfit by DAFF. Owners risk applies if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal which the buyer establishes, by the DAFF certificate, existed prior to 
the fall of the hammer.

35. A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price of that animal to the vendor. The buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs incurred after 
the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and disposal of the animal.

36. Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter applies if all of the following are satisfied:
(a) a certificate is issued by DAFF which states the relevant NLIS RFID tag number and PIC, the date of the certificate, the reason for condemnation and that the reason for 

condemnation existed prior to the fall of the hammer;
(b) the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form or by fax by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer; and
(c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows testing in a DAFF approved laboratory which establishes maximum residue limits in excess of the 

Australian limit.
37. Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason for condemnation is any of the following:

(a) bruising,
(b) fever,
(c) partial condemnation, or
(d) emaciation.

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY STATE LEGISLATION
NSW Legislation
Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings
Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive practice, 
or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive practice to do any of the following:
(i) to abstain from bidding; or
(ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or
(iii) to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.
Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.
Tasmanian Legislation
An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was made. A person must not participate in collusive practices by way 
of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent free and open competition.
Western Australian Legislation
Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE. It is an offence to:
(i) induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means of a promise, expressed or implied, that the other person will have the right to elect to take 

over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to become the owner;
(ii) abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;
(iii) knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any name other than that of the actual successful bidder;
(iv) enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the actual successful bidder; or
(v) in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or corporation on whose behalf the sale is 

conducted.
The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to make no more than three bids.

© ALL ARTWORK, PHOTOGRAPHS & CONTENT REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE SALE COMMITTEE, RURAL DESIGN STUDIO & KB CONSULTING  
& ARE PROTECTED BY AUSTRALIAN & INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT LAWS. UNAUTHORIZED COPYING AND/OR REPRODUCTION IS PROHIBITED. 

While all care has been taken to ensure that information in this catalogue is accurate, the sale committee, Rural Design Studio & KB Consulting take no responsibility for any mistakes and further actions taken by any party resulting from any mistake.

LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
© AUGUST 2013  Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association Limited All rights reserved.  

Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.
These are recommended conditions of sale.  They are provided to ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only.
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BUYERS INSTRUCTIONS   N
o verbal instructions w

ill be accepted
BID CARD NO   __________________________________________________________

PIC NO 

NAME   ________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS   ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________   POSTCODE    ___________________________

PHONE   _____________________________  MOB    ___________________________

EMAIL   ________________________________________________________________

LOTS PURCHASED   ______________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

TOTAL NO OF LOTS PURCHASED   ___________________________________________

STUD TRANSFER REQUIRED     Yes           No            

CONSIGN TO   ___________________________________________________________

TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS   _____________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

IS INSURANCE REQUIRED     Yes           No         Insurance Company: ________________

DIPPING INSTRUCTIONS:     DIP TO CLEAR     Yes           No         

                                               DIP OTHER          Yes           No         

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS   ___________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

BUYERS SIGNATURE   _____________________________________________________

DATE   _________________________________________________________________
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Southern Queensland Santa Gertrudis Breeders Promotion Committee Incorporated

2018 Sale 
Results

NO. GROSS AVERAGE TOP

BULLS

FEMALES

TOTAL

Thank you to all buyers, bidders, agents and all that attended our sale.
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Southern Queensland Santa Gertrudis Breeders Promotion Committee Incorporated

Beefing up Australia


